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1. Introduction

Gantner is the leader in cultural, attractions, leisure and heritage markets and has been in business since
1990 specialising in providing total solutions for both hardware and software.
ReCreateX is the state-of-the-art software application that processes high volume ticket sales. The software
includes bespoke modules such as sophisticated CRM and has an easy to use Point Of Sale front end
which processes group sales including invoicing and itineraries, shop sales, food & beverages and course
bookings management.
Gantner works closely with our international clients offering superior technology and fully
customisable software aligned to each individual organisation’s specific needs.
We are proud of our customers using ReCreateX and these include: Tower Bridge Exhibition, The
Monument, Guildhall Art Gallery, Keats House, The View from the Shard, Royal Museums Greenwich, Van
Gogh Museum, Artis Zoo, and the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam plus many more spread across the UK,
mainland Europe, The Middle East and Asia. The strength of our company is offering a complete solution.
We hope to be able to work with you in the future and look forward to discussing our solutions in due
course with you.
If you require any further information or need anything clarifying please do not hesitate to get in touch
with me.
Kind regards

Matthijs de Gruijter
International Business Development Manager
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2. Company Overview
1

Name of Company in whose name

Gantner a.k.a Gantner Ticketing

Tender would be submitted
2

Business Address

8 Northumberland Avenue, London, WC2N 5BY

3

Telephone & Fax Numbers

T: 01782 499195
F: 0203 627 3443

4

Primary Sales Contact

Matthijs de Gruijter
International Business Development Manager
matthijs.degruijter@gantner.nl
M: +31 613131432

5

Registered Office

See 2

6

DUNS

217 615 415

7

VAT Registration Number

GB 129 2498 91

8

Year business established

1990

9

Type of business (i.e. Sole Proprietor,

Limited company

Partnership, Private Company, PLC,
Local Authority)
Company Registration Number (if

7908471

applicable)
10

Name of Parent or Holding

Gantner Group

Company
12

Other Office Locations

Houten, The Netherlands; Ypres, Belgium;
Ahmedabad, India; Dubai, UAE; Schruns, Austria;
Bochum, Würsburg, Germany; Sydney, Australia;
Westlake Village, CA, USA

13

Main/ principal areas of business

Software for ticketing, point of sale, bookings and

activity

exhibitions
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3. About us
Gantner has been offering its clients high-quality total solutions for software automation for more than 25
years already. Our clients include swimming pools, sports, youth and wellness centres, public
services, museums, zoos, amusement parks and theatres. Under the motto ‘Solutions You Xpect’, our
dedicated team offers everything from design and project management through to support and
dedicated account management. We are an ethical company and ensure that we employ the best
people to do the best job for our customers. This includes paying our team a suitable living wage,
providing them with the best equipment and tools to do their jobs and ensuring they continue to utilise
their strong consulting, training and people skills on a daily basis.
Gantner guarantees a total solution and, in addition to its in-house designed software platform ReCreateX,
it also offers IT infrastructure, network management, access control systems, camera
surveillance and building monitoring systems. Gantner also configures and supplies all accessories such as
hardware, point-of-sale equipment, data carriers, tickets, printers and self-service kiosks.
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ReCreateX supports an unlimited number of users, and can be used on both a small (e.g. 1 user, 1
module) and large scale. For example, (certain) data can be shared by different departments. All data
from ReCreateX can be exported to MS Word, MS Excel, PDF, etc. All lists and documents can also be
printed, emailed and sent out via direct mail. ReCreateX has been designed using the latest Microsoft
technology (Microsoft.NET framework 4.0, web services, SQL database). This therefore ensures
an exceptionally powerful software program.
Integration is a key factor. ReCreateX can be integrated with:
-

+60 external CRM + ERP + financial applications
Technology (building management, access control, lockers, PLC, etc.), Internet (web modules
and online payments with print@home), Mobile devices, scanners
Self-service kiosks, point-of-payment terminals
MS Office
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Gantner is proud to hold the title of Microsoft Gold Certified Partner. Microsoft Gold Certified Partners are
the elite Microsoft Business Partners who have clearly proven that they possess the necessary know-how,
experience, competences and enthusiasm with regard to Microsoft products and solutions. Via the many
successful projects and the certification of multiple staff members, Gantner has demonstrated that it has
the required experience and knowledge.
In addition to the Microsoft Partnership, Gantner is also an HP Preferred Partner, Citrix Silver Partner and
Cisco Select Certified Partner and work with a number of payment service acquirers to provide payment
solutions online and in-house with our primary card payment service provider being Ingenico.
Ingenico is our preferred card payment service provider and has enjoyed more than 35 years of success in
Northern Europe and during this time, the organisation in the UK and Scandinavia has become the growth
engine for the company in, employing over 450 members of staff. In a mature region such as Northern
Europe, the payment market remains extremely dynamic thanks to ever-changing consumer behaviour
and new payment methods in mobility and omni-channel payments.
The services business in particular has become an increasingly important aspect of Ingenico’s end-to-end
payments solution. Ingenico Northern Europe has an in-house warranty and repair centre, handling
requests to refurbish over 30,000 units per month along with a Distribution, Customisation and Installation
operation. In addition to this we also have two dedicated customer contact centres in the UK receiving
455,000 inbound calls and making 365, 000 outbound calls per year. The contact centres employ over 115
employees and provide first line support for more than 260, 000 terminals.

4. Mission, Vision and Strategy
Gantner invests constantly in staff and resources. We actively encourage our staff to gather new and
relevant knowledge and skills that they are able to utilise in the field to make them a valuable asset to your
business. This strategy is formed by using the Mission and Vision of Syx Automations.

Figure 2: Mission and Vision

Gantner only uses high specification computer equipment and top of the range software currently
available. Great importance is attached to constant improvement of the quality standard in our company,
which has been rewarded by quality certificates such as ISO 9001, ISO 27001, VCA and QFor.
By applying constant innovation in our products and team, Gantner aspires low costs and a high return on
investment.
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5. Organisation Infographic
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infographic Gantner

Infographic GANTNER group
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6. Certificates
ISO 9001:2008 specifies requirements for a quality management system where an organization needs to
demonstrate its ability to consistently provide product that meets customer
and applicable statutory and regulatory requirements, and aims to enhance
customer satisfaction through the effective application of the system,
including processes for continual improvement of the system and the
assurance of conformity to customer and applicable statutory and regulatory
requirements.

ISO/IEC 27001 formally specifies an Information Security Management System (ISMS), a suite of activities
concerning the management of information security risks. The ISMS is an
overarching management framework through which the organization
identifies, analyses and addresses its information security risks. The ISMS
ensures that the security arrangements are fine-tuned to keep pace with
changes to the security threats, vulnerabilities and business impacts - an
important aspect in such a dynamic field, and a key advantage of ISO27k’s
flexible risk-driven approach as compared to, say, PCI-DSS.
In 2010, Gantner gained the Qfor quality label. This label is an official recognition of the quality and
professionalism Gantner aspires when training its clients and implementing its automating systems.
The Qfor label is a quality standard, recognised by the European government and developed with the
support of the European Commission that is attributed to training and consulting organisations. Gantner
largely fulfilled the Qfor demands regarding its activities both as a consultant and as a trainer.
By means of in-depth and accurate questions they examined the continuance of our procedures for training
and implementation activities. The audit was especially based on the way Gantner works and on the way
it uses its resources.
This Qfor-recognition is primarily a recognition of the professionalism, the expertise and the experience we
aspire at all times. Moreover, Gantner uses the audit as a platform for a continuous improvement of its
services and its internal processes. The general care for our services is monitored and remedied permanently
by our quality manager.
Gantner has also been recognised by the Flemish Government as a service provider for Consulting and
Formation. This means that a subsidy of up to 50% is granted for consulting and formation.
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7. Our customers
We are proud of our customers and that they use ReCreateX on a daily bases. With over 1,500 customers
in the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, United Kingdom, The Middle East and Asia our family is growing
every day. Listed below you will find a few of customers that are using of ReCreateX in a highly innovative
way.

9/29
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8. Support and maintenance
We guarantee to provide support and assistance 365 days of the year, 7 days a week, 24 hours a day.
We operate a triage system where the most urgent issues are dealt first in order of priority. When an issue
occurs within business hours we will immediately treat this issue and outside office hours you will be passed
through to an on call team who provide service between 6 pm and 8 am. Most incidents can be handled
immediately by telephone.
Syx Automations Group is ISO 9001:2015 certified and all procedures and service management levels are
documented and are made available to the customer upon request. Alternatively the customer can log
on to the Syx portal where these documents are available for download. Below are extracts of our
standard SLA which describe our procedures.

HELPDESK
The CSC (Customer Service Consultant) serves as the main entrance channel where the customer always
can count on the most appropriate service and where questions can be most effectively treated.
The CSC is always available during specified office hours and is also accessible after business hours
according to a fixed standby system. All messages / questions from the customer are answered within an
agreed timeframe and are recorded in our own ERP software; the customer can consult all the messages /
questions online at any time. The assistance does not include the help and support of application software
from third parties including but not limited to Exchange, Office, SQL Server, and Replication.
The customer can call every day 24 hours a day to report failures or ask questions. Our active support is
provided between 8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. via our telephone service
Syx Automations guarantees a 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days service support whereby during
business hours any incident will immediately be treated and outside office hours this will pass through a
standby service between 8 pm and 8 am.
Depending on the priority and nature of the problem it is mutually decided to address issues immediately
or during a scheduled time. Most of the incidents can be handled immediately by telephone.

HELPDESK PROCESS
All messages / questions via email and / or phone are to be handled, recorded and processed by a
Support Engineer. After processing the customer will be informed by mail and / or telephone of the solution
/ resolution of the call. Each incident will be immediately recorded in our ERP system.
Depending the nature of the incident we come to the following operations: Through an interactive menu,
you are brought into contact with a designated CSC employee. The employee will immediately process
the description of the incident. Immediately after that the person who reported the incident will receive an
automatic e-mail with information about the ticket number and description. This employee makes an
estimate of the handling time of the ticket and tries to resolve the incident there and then. If this can be
solved immediately the solution will also be answered in the ticket and the person who logged the
incident will receive a second e-mail with information about the solution. The incident is now complete. If
our staff can not immediately solve the problem because further escalation is required, our staff will
immediately inform the ICT service.
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The average time between acceptance and handling of a message / question. This indicator shows the
extent to which the department CSC fast enough to handle a call. The priority levels are displayed in
Appendix IV Sample Service Level Agreement.
-

All requests relating to ReCreateX software problems reported by our CSC employees.
Syx Automations is responsible for prioritisation of failures according to the following priority
definitions. (When unsure which priority applies we will always use Priority 4.)
Intervention Windows in which support is available should be clearly agreed. If applicable, any
provisions for support outside of office hours need to be included.
Intervention times begin to run when a problem is reported through the CSC.
Priority rules should always have the customer focus of service to translate and must be clearly
defined. Syx Automations will indicate what the priority is.

USERGUIDE
User guides will be provided by our Consultant when the project is started, they are also available for
download from the Syx Portal at any time. It is on our Roadmap to have a knowledgebase available to
customers at all times to pose questions on the portal and find solutions to try themselves. We also offer
classroom training twice a year in London that allows all customers to come together and focus on a
particular topic. All sessions are free of charge (apart from travel which is payable by the customer). This is
another way that we work to support our customers is making the most of the system.

UPGRADES
All upgrades are free at source for hosted clients: each time a new version is released your account
manager will email you the release notes and then if you wish to upgrade your test system to try out the
new functions you are required to email our Chief Operations Officer to request the upgrade. Initially, this
will only be on your test system. The upgrade is always scheduled at your convenience and is never done
during trading hours as these are your most important times of day as a busy customer. If the upgrade has
to be done in the middle of night to suit you then that is when it is scheduled. Once you have tested the
upgrade on the test database and you are happy to proceed the live system will be upgraded. As a
standard Gantner releases 4 major updates every year, with 8 smaller updates to introduce fixes and
smaller updates.
For on premise customers, the idea is the same but we are heavily reliant on you to make your remote
connections available out of business hours to allow us to upgrade you. If a Technical Consultant is
required to come onsite for any reason to process the upgrade then the standard day rate will be
charged.
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9. Third

Party

Distribution,

including

sales

administration and reporting
Currently Gantner offers reseller platforms through dedicated websites that are set up to enable timed
allocation sales through agreed pricing structures. The website login is designed to enable the 3rd parties
to sell only agreed exhibitions and events at pre-agreed prices but also to customize the email
confirmation and header. The reseller is set up within the software and the pricing structure and allowed
exhibitions are set up. A ticket template, subject template and company banner can be configured to
facilitate the look and feel of the website. A dedicated URL with pre-set logins can be used to make the
bookings. Ticket allocation can also be managed in this way.
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ReCreateX is constantly evolving and to follow on from our recent changes with the introduction of our
reporting dashboards and enhanced enterprise reporting Gantner is currently developing a reseller portal
that will allow both Gantner and non Gantner customers to connect as sales partners to generate a one
basket for all concepts.
Gantner digitalize the analogue channels for third party resellers in to a digital ecosystem. The Enviso
Trade, third party reseller cloud will make your reselling easier, with a good overview and clear agreements
for venues and partners. With the new easy to use Facebook-style cloud you can connect with your
preferred partners the Facebook way. With five steps you are able to connect, sell, review and report on
your third party partners.
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The first step is to connect venues
and partners to the same
network. Within this network step
two is to discover partners within
the network that you would like
to work with. For step three you
will be requesting a partner
connection and determine the
terms and conditions. This can be
either by a default or custom
terms and conditions. As soon as
you are connected you can
manage what to sell, who to sell
to and when sales can be done.
The final step, step five is
monitoring your findings and
optimize partner sale performance.
With the introduction of Next Gen to our clients it
is not only possible to introduces yourself to third
party resellers but also to connect any of our
clients and make bundle tickets. This will make it
easier for your guest to plan their whole vacation
in one go and make interesting combinations
and connections with other venues in Northern
Europe.

Reporting
ReCreateX has a strong Business Intelligence tool to be able to create your own reports. This has been a
beloved and powerful tool for many clients over the years. With the introduction of Next Gen we have
focused on making our reporting much more user-friendly and focus more on live reporting. Our new
dashboard reporting enable customised dashboards that can report on any data item that you venue has
collected.
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With the new reporting tools you are able to make Dashboards, Pivot tables and enterprise reports. This is
done by using OLAP cubes. Online Analytical Processing or OLAP performs multidimensional analysis of
business data. It allows for complex calculations, trend analysis and sophisticated data modeling, thereby
providing the insight needed for better decision making. It uses multidimensional database, wherein each
data attribute (such as sales, region, time period, etc.) is considered as a separate dimension.
The data to be visualised is stored in a separate location to increase performance.
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With the introduction of Next Gen, dashboards and many other new and exciting project to come for 2018
we are also still aware that we cannot provide everything as perfect as possible. With this in mind our
philosophy is to be able to integrate with other product as much as possible. To be able to do this we offer
a full comprehensible API, which gives you the option to bundle your Gantner data with other platforms.
Please see attached documents about the API.
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10.

Automation of Reporting and Activities

Within ReCreateX every module has a standard set of reports that can be generated when needed. If
there is a need for specific reports you can make them in the Business Intelligence or using the dashboard.
Below are examples of default reports within different ReCreateX modules.
Module Sales:
Periodical statement
Sales per customer
Day / Month result
Sales per point of sale
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Figure 18: Screenshot Periodical statement

Module POS
Sales per cashier
Transactions per payment method
Cash Difference

Figure 19: Transaction per cashier

Module Exhibitions
Exhibition visits
Exhibitions visits per day
Booking confirmations

Figure 20: Screenshot Exhibition visits

These reports can be run at any point of the day, for live updates and to see how the venue is performing
we always recommend to use the dashboards within ReCreateX.
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11.

Coordinated Support Mechanisms

Gantner works with a group of dedicated staff members that occupy the helpdesk 24/7, 365 days a week.
All our clients call a dedicated country number that will direct them to the helpdesk. There the client can
choose the option of having getting a member of staff talking French, Dutch or English. There are at all
times 15 staff member’s available help our clients with their issues. Any product that is bought by the venue
through Gantner will receive support by our helpdesk. If a venue request a specific product to be
integrated with ReCreateX development request can be made and our developers will research if this is
possible within the system. When integration is done this product will also be supported by our helpdesk.
Gantner does account management with all of their customers twice a year. The account manager is
based in the UK and has knowledge of the sector and venue. As part of the Syx family the venue will
receive access to the User Group held every year and additional training sessions about a specific subject.
These subjects will be chosen by our users and they can sign up for these class training, which are held
throughout the UK.
16/29
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12.

Audience Trends, Campaign Creation and

Evaluation
Our software offers a self-service reporting tool enables users to design reports themselves, providing a
helicopter view of their key performance indicators. Users can start off with our prebuilt dashboards
(available upon request from Syx CSC agents) or use our drag and drop visual designer to easily design
their own.
In principle, the procedure of using the self-service reporting tool, Dashboards, is as follows:
Configure data source: Configuring data source creates a link between the data in the database
and the visualisations in the dashboards.
Configure dashboard: Map dashboard items, such as charts, graphs, etc. with the required data
fields of the selected data source.
View dashboards: Consult the configured dashboards on the Dashboard viewer
Defining the data sources is the link between the data in the database and the visualisations in the
dashboards and pivots. Create a new data source or open an existing one. In the section Details, you can
configure a code, a description and the type of data source.
The fields in the section Connection data depends on the selected data source type.

There are three types of data sources within ReCreateX, OLAP model, Dynamic view and Custom query.
Each of these search in different way for information. Please see the explanation of these three models on
the next page.
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OLAP MODEL
Online Analytical Processing or OLAP performs multidimensional analysis of business data. It allows for
complex calculations, trend analysis and sophisticated data modelling, thereby providing the insight
needed for better decision making. It uses multidimensional database, wherein each data attribute (such
as sales, region, time period, etc.) is considered as a separate dimension.
The data to be visualised is stored in a separate location to increase performance.
DYNAMIC VIEW
When the data source type Dynamic View is used, a view is created directly in the SQL database.
The data visualised on the dashboard is real-time, which can result in a slightly longer loading time of the
data on the dashboard.
CUSTOM QUERY
When the data source Custom Query is used the data visualised on the dashboard is real-time, which can
result in a slightly longer loading time of the data on the dashboard. With a Query Builder you can create
your own queries to include in the data you want to use.
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The Dashboard is an interactive data visualization tool optimized for real-time data consumption and
analysis.
It includes the following components:
-

Dashboard Designer: Provides a comprehensive UI for designing dashboards.
Dashboard Viewer: Enables display of the configured dashboards.

19/29

DASHBOARD DESIGNER
The Dashboard Designer provides an intuitive UI that facilitates data binding and shaping, and layout
design. Many of these normally complex tasks can be accomplished with a simple drag-and drop
operation, allowing you to start creating dashboards immediately.
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INTEGRATED MAILING MODULE
Our software includes an integrated Mailing tool. In case of a mailing a message is sent (by post or by email), possibly to a specific target group of your customer files. A well-known example of a mailing is a
newsletter, in case of which a message with certain news items on the organisation is sent periodically.
Thanks to the integration with other ReCreateX modules, the mailing module can, however, also be used
for other purposes, for example for sending booking or registration confirmations, proposals for
membership renewal, notices of changes or cancellations of activities, ...
Moreover, the mailing module can be used for automatically creating address labels on the basis of data
in the ReCreateX database.
MailChimp
In addition to our integrated mailing module we offer an integration to MailChimp through an API. This
enables our customers enhanced reporting tools and feedback on campaigns through a seamless
integration.

20/29
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Solution Components

MOBILE AND WEB APPLICATIONS
Your online ticketing presence is extremely important. We offer web services for all ReCreateX modules,
allowing external website developers to communicate with ReCreateX.
We have developed a brand-new,
user-friendly and intuitive GUI
(graphical user interface) on the
basis of the renewed web services.
The back-office module is entirely
linked to the internet site. This will
allow you to use your company
colours, logo, style and branding on
the site and this will allow you to be
up and running very quickly. The
service is seamless and links from your
main website in to the web shop very
easily, giving customers assurance
that you value security of their data.
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The web shop also has a queuing system that buffers the flow of online
website visitors. Dependent on the server capacity and band width,
the number of simultaneous website visitors can be set up in the back
office on CMS level. The web shop can be modified per customer
using stylesheets allowing you to use your house style if you want to.
We are able to work with your web developer to show them how to
use our API to embed the web shop in to your main site if preferred.
With the two options of the out of the box solution or development on
the API you have the flexibility to decide how you want your website
to be presented.
When you have a big on sale happening we are there to support you,
if you take the hosted option we will be able to provide additional
server capacity to support all of your customers ensuring they are able
to book in real time. If you opt for the on premise solution, we will
provide practical advice and guidance to ensure that your on-sale
goes off without a hitch. On key days such as this, your account
manager will travel to site to be available to support your on-sale free
of charge.
Customers and family can be linked so that a parent or guardian can make a
registration for his/her children if required. Step by step the website visitor is
guided through the procedure.
Via the Web Shop it is possible to:
Buy and renew memberships.
Check live availability on an event and then make a booking.
Online rental of equipment for an event you are attending in the future.
Purchase merchandise or other shop items
Purchase concert tickets
Purchase general admission tickets
Manage discount code promotional codes
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When all desired items are loaded in to the shopping basket, the customer pays for all of them in one
transaction and then receives an email to their inbox confirming the transaction. It is possible to send a
copy of this email to an internal inbox at the Postal Museum to confirm the transaction has been
completed. It is possible to add Google Tab Manager and Google Analytics coding to your pages to
allow that additional data analysis of your online bookers if required.
Gantner offers two options for the Web shop.
Option 1 – we offer an out of the box solution that allows you to use standard templates that give your
company colours, images and logo in an easy to use format. Customers will enter your main site and then
click on a “book tickets” button that will then link them to the ticketing site. If you decided to go for this
option then we would work with you to design the site.
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Option 2 – we offer a sophisticated API (also known as our web services) that will allow your web
developer/designer to incorporate the web shop in to your actual site without the need of the customer
having to link to another ticketing site. The process is seamless and the benefits of this are that you will able
to style and format the site to you specific design. One of technical team will spend 1 day with your web
developer showing them how to utilise the API and then you are able to go off and work on a design. If
you opted for this option then your web designer will spend time learning the HTML classes of our WebShop
design services so that you are able to undertake the design of the site yourself.

API REQUIREMENTS
The ReCreateX Webshop Webservices (API) allow developers to create a bespoke Webshop on top of an
existing ReCreateX system. The Webservices (API) abstract the ReCreateX domain logic and database
into a simple interface. The Webservices (API) allow you to fill a basket (shopping basket) in order to finally
register a check-out (sale).
The Webservices (API) are implemented as SOAP Webservices (API) to allow for interoperability. Some
Webservice (API) operations are also implemented as REST Webservices (API) in order to avoid particular
overhead (e.g. access to binary data such as images).
The booking process can be managed very differently and we work with each of our customers to
accommodate their desired booking flow.
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SELF-SERVICE OUTDOOR KIOSKS
With a self-service kiosk from Gantner you can serve your customers faster, around the clock.
By using the self-service kiosks of Gantner, you avoid long queues at the counter. Even during less busy
periods, cashiers can be completely or partially relieved from their cash register work.
Syx Automations offers both kiosks for indoor and outdoor use.

23/29

The self-service kiosks provide the possibility to buy or claim (online bought) tickets (disposable QR
wristbands) and to purchase and extend memberships or number of sessions carried on a silicon RFID)
wristband.
The kiosk support credit/debit card payments due to the integrated PDQ terminal. Cash payment is an
optional extra.
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INTEGRATION WITH EEC BACKEND SYSTEMS, CRM, ERP AND PAYMENT GATEWAY
With ReCreateX integration is key. As on today ReCreateX is integrated with:
MS Office
Multiple CRM, ERP systems and loyalty platforms
Over 50 financial software systems
Technical solutions (building management, access control, locker management systems)
Internet (Web & Mobile Apps and online payments)
Self-Service kiosks, PDQ terminals

24/29

Our REST API can be used for all desired integrations. A bespoke solution is a possibility too. Based on
(bidirectional and real-time) webservices or import/export files scheduled to be processed once or multiple
times a day.
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POINT OF SALES PLATFORM
Industry-specific POS solutions
HP RP9 All-in-one Retail System
Delivers the convenient, consistent service that you expect with technology solutions you can count on. No
matter how large or small your business is, HP Point of Sale Systems offers the power, performance, and
flexibility you need.
Find more information by clicking this link: Datasheet 18,5”
15” or 18.5”
7” and 14” customer display or std customer display mounted customer facing.
3-year limited warranty including 3 years of parts, labour, and onsite service.

All central POS features are included
This POS system will be delivered with a RFID reader, QR code scanner, receipt printer and cash drawer.
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Centralized multi-location management
The ReCreateX system is designed to operate in small and large settings/environments. The POS module is
customizable and therefor suited for entry (ticketing), Retail and Food & Beverage Points of Sale.
Example: Admissions POS

26/29

Example: Customer POS

(it is possible to use images instead of text on the POS buttons)
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Example: table service / sales
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mPOS (Mobile Point of Sale)
The mPOS application has been specifically developed as a useful, smart and easy to use cash register for
the catering industry. This app can easily be downloaded on a smartphone or tablet and is immediately
operational. Carrying a portable POS device and with a payment terminal and compact printer within
reach, the waiter thus has a complete POS system at hand. This allows him to serve customers easily and
quickly.

You are also be able to use the app to sell tickets. Moreover, it is possible to use the mPOS application as a
mobile point of sale in order to relieve the cash register when it’s crowded and to sell tickets and articles in
external locations outside the infrastructure. Linked to a ticket printer by 3G/4G, the app can for example
be an ideal solution for recreational centres that have mobile ice or candy carts during the summer that
are not always equipped with the required cables.
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14.

Ticketing System Functional Features

Ticket sales: Through the POS system it is quick and easy to sell a variety of tickets. The touch screen based
system makes it possible to navigate quickly and allows you to sell tickets in as many as 2 steps when paid
cash, and 3 if paid by card. Additional steps can be added such as real time market research in regard to
“country of origin” for example.
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Membership sales: As soon as a membership is selected on the till a popup occurs where customer data
can be gathered. The customer information that is mandatory is for you to decide.

As soon as payment is done the final step in the procedure is connecting a card or wristband to the
membership or to print a QR code customer card on the fly.
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We offer several Mobile solutions. Each Mobile App is live connected to the main database.
Admissions: An App is available for mobile scanning of barcode/QR code tickets or RFID data carriers
mPOS: See page 27
Taskflow: A task planning App for staff members. It indicated what tasks need to be carried out as part of
particular bookings and activities.
Infoplay: An App designed for running on an Android player and service as an information display to see
who enters the venue, who made certain bookings and/or how many tickets are available for time slot
activities.
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